Notice is hereby given that the WHAM AGM will take place on Wednesday the 29th of January
2014 at The Falcon Hotel Bromyard starting at 8.00PM Further information such as known
committee intentions and nomination forms will be printed in both the December and January
newsletters.

Well we made it to the year 2014, congratulations! So what are your New Years Resolutions?
Looking on WHAMs Facebook page Ant Clerici has listed a few, 1) Get out on that bike! 2) Don't
take a credit card to the bike show 3) Miss ALL the diesel. I really like number 11) Buy the
newsletter editor a bacon sandwich!!!
My new years resolution? I want to improve my riding by getting smoother, why not take up take
up the challenge and ask one of WHAMs brilliant observers for a ride out. They don’t bite…much!
Further in this newsletter there are details on the WHAMS annual subscription, which is due
before the AGM.
Brian will not be standing as Chairman in 2014, he has done a wonderful job over his tenure as
Chairman, guiding and bringing the group together , but don’t fear we haven’t got rid of him
(yet) he will still be very involved within the group and is an active member of the training team.
Rog Brooks

The Chairman’s Notes by Brian
Welcome to the first newsletter of 2014 – and the last one I’ll be introducing.
Hopefully, each and every one of you had a good Christmas and that 2014 has started
well.
As you will probably know, my time ‘in the chair’ comes to an end at the AGM and
I’ve had plenty of time to think about what I’d write in this letter but, now the time
has come, I haven’t a clue where to start. So I thought I’d stick to the time honoured
principle of keeping it simple. Firstly, I’d like to say a big thank you to Ken Shaw
and Andy Peckston, both of whom will also be standing down from their respective committee positions.
Ken has been looking after the associate allocations and has kept a keen eye on how the training team are
doing whilst Andy has tried valiantly
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The Chairman’s Notes continued
to support the committee in various roles over the years but pressure of work (and a nice promotion – well
done Andy) now mean that time is at a premium and work must take priority. On behalf of the membership
I’d like to wish you both well and to thank you again for your efforts in supporting the group.There have
been a few expressions of interest in the various committee positions that are becoming available and I
would urge anyone who would like to get involved to put themselves forward – just find a proposer and
seconder and let Alex Hoyle know. You can find more details in this newsletter but don’t hesitate to
contact any of the committee if you have any questions.
I consider myself to have been very fortunate to have been allowed to take on the role of Chairman of this
group over the last three years but it has undoubtedly been made easier as a result of the support I have
enjoyed from committee and membership alike – so my biggest thank has to be to everyone really. When I
first got involved I had no idea what I was doing but I quickly found that the more experienced among us
were always willing to offer help and guidance – which was gladly received and for which I am most
grateful.
As you will probably know, Paul Whitcombe will be standing for the position of Chairman at the AGM.
Paul has been involved with the group and has been observing for some time and is well known to the
majority of you. Paul’s unlimited enthusiasm bodes well for WHAM and I believe it is this enthusiasm,
combined with the support I’m certain he will receive from everyone that will help ensure that WHAM will
retain its standing as one of the best groups in the IAM.
My best wishes to you all and, once again, thank you all for your help and support.
Brian.

Congratulations to the following member on completing their SKILLS for LIFE package!!!
Observers, please send a photo of your associate to the newsletter soon as possible after they have
passed their test.
whamnewsletter@gmail.com

Lynne Sherwood
Observer; Rog Brooks
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To join just login to your Facebook account and type 'Worcester
and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists' in the search box at the top
of the page, then click on the 'Join Group' button at the top right
of the screen – one of our Admins will then approve your
membership (we don’t just let anyone in, only WHAM Members can
join!). And if your not on Facebook, this is a good reason to join.

WHAM! Regalia
Have you bought your WHAM! clothing
yet? We’ve got polo shirts and T-shirts in
stock - for £12 and £10 respectively.
You can also buy fleeces and other wham
regalia - just let us know what you want.
To purchase wham! polo or T-shirts
Please contact: Alex Hoyle.
whamsecretary@trackdown.co.uk

Club Notice Board
Please send notices to whamnewsletter@gmail.com
Up coming EVENTS

This months youtube video
Motorcycle crashes: Four top causes

AGM January
Remember to check the ‘Programme’ section
of the WHAM website for the SUNDAY ride
out routes.

Craziest Trike You'll Ever See

http://www.whammotorcycling.org/programme/

Group Notice
WHAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2014
Dear WHAM Members and Associate Members,
Your WHAM Subscription of £16.00 for 2014 is due for renewal by 29th January 2014 ie the date of the
AGM. Please remember that you can only vote at the AGM if your subscription has been paid. Because
we now have a PayPal account paying cannot be easier – just follow this link and pay using your credit or
debit card. http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/wham-shop/ (You do not need a PayPal account but the
link to our website can sometimes be slow.)
It really helps us if you use the PayPal system to pay your subscription now or, by the latest, the
time of the AGM, because it considerably reduces the administrative burdens
Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
http://www.wham-motorcycling.org
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Group Notice
WHAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2014
continued

Sincere thanks to the many members who have already renewed using the PayPal system.
If for some reason you cannot use our PayPal system then payment by cheque is possible. Cheques
should be made payable to WHAM and sent to the Membership Secretary at the address below or handed
to him or Eric Reynolds, the Treasurer, at the AGM.
If for some important personal reason you really need to pay cash, then please arrange to do so with the
Treasurer, Eric Reynolds, ericbike@hotmail.com
Remember, to be a member of WHAM you must also maintain your IAM membership which is due
annually on the anniversary of you first joining the IAM.
If you have any questions regarding WHAM or IAM membership please contact me.
jhpanrider@gmail.com
Note – Full or associate members joining after 30 August 2013 do not have to pay the subscription for
2014. Have a very happy biking 2014.
Regards
John
John Hodges, WHAM Membership Secretary, 11 Pound Close, Tarrington, Hereford, HR1 4AZ
Telephone: 01432 890606

Announcement
Martyn Hillier, IAM examiner, biker and thoroughly nice bloke

has
been awarded the “Queen’s Police Medal for Distinguished Service” in the
New Year Honours appointments. Below is an article that appeared in the
Gloucestershire Echo
After 35 years of helping bikers to be safer on the county’s roads, retired
police officer Martyn Hillier has been awarded the Queen’s Police Medal
for Distinguished Service. Mr Hillier has received the medal in the New
Year’s Honours List after establishing BikeSafe in 1978 as one of the
country’s first police initiatives to reduce accidents for motorcyclists.
“Rather than wait for accidents to happen we decided to do something to
prevent them happening,” he said. “My colleagues and I decided to show
the public how police motorcyclists ride and share their knowledge.
“Since then BikeSafe has gained pace and official backing.”
Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
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Announcement
Mr Hillier said he believed it was the longest running
similar police initiative in the country. “People have
come along to Bike Safe and said, ‘My dad came
here in 1978. You can never prove you have
prevented an accident but I hope that we have.”
Mr Hillier, 60, retired from Gloucestershire Police a
year ago. He served 41 years with the force, and
joined in 1971, the year that his father, also a police
officer, died. ”I was allowed to change my collar
number to my dad’s, so for 63 years there was a 520
Hillier in Gloucestershire police.”
He was stunned to receive notification of the medal.
“It was a complete surprise and I’m very humbled,”
he said.

For Sale
Please send your Adds to whamnewsletter@gmail.com
For Sale - Triumph Tiger XC in White, 800cc, 10
Months old, 6500 miles, Full Service
History, Many extras, Tax until March.
£7000.
Tony Reusser 07732782097
tony.reusser@btinternet.com
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Members’ Articles
A Fighter Pilot’s Guide to Surviving on the Roads…
( Continued from last month)

The saccade/fixation mechanism has always served us
rather well, and means that we can creep up on antelopes
without being overloaded by unnecessary detail and a lot
of useless, blurred images.
But it does present us with some shortcomings now that
we routinely climb into metal boxes and hurtle towards
each other. Our eyes and brains are just not designed for
this - our world has changed far faster than our bodies
can adapt.
So what?

John Sullivan is a Royal Air Force pilot
with over 4000 flight hours, and a keen
cyclist. He regards himself as ‘a simple
fighter-pilot’ and in this article he
describes why collisions can occur and,
in layman’s terms, how some of the
techniques of flying fighters can be
used to increase your chances of
survival on the roads. All proceeds
from this article are going to charity.

If you get to a junction and move your head right and left
to look for oncoming traffic, you need to understand that you cannot guarantee that you have seen
approaching traffic.
It is entirely possible for our eyes to ‘jump over’ an oncoming vehicle during one of the saccades. The
smaller (and specifically, the narrower) the vehicle, the greater the chance that it could fall within a
saccade. You are not being inattentive, you are physically incapable of seeing anything
during a saccade.
Remember the ‘Think Bike!’ adverts, where a driver pulls out into the path of a motorcycle? I am
convinced that it is the phenomena of
saccades and fixations that is most likely to
lead to this sort of accident.

Motorbikes and cycles, being narrow,
are more likely to fall within a saccade.
This image represents a driver looking
quickly left, and the approaching
motorcyclist falls within a saccade and
is never seen in high resolution simulated by the toning down in this
image.

It gets worse. The faster you move your head, the larger the jumps, or saccades, and the shorter the
pauses, or fixations. So you are more likely to jump over an oncoming vehicle and less likely to detect any
movement in your peripheral vision (because there is even less time available for slight, relative
movement to become apparent).
It gets even worse. Not only can we not see though solid objects (well, opaque objects, to be more
accurate) but research has shown that we tend not to look near to the edges of a framed scene. In plain
language, we tend not to look at the edges of a windscreen. So not only do the door pillars of a car
represent a physical blindspot, but our eyes tend not to fixate near to it, leading to an even bigger jump, or
saccade, past a door pillar. This is called windscreen zoning.
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Members’ Articles
One further point of interest, our ears usually contribute to the process of building up a picture of our
surroundings too - the snap of a twig from an unwary paw is another prompt for us to direct our vision
towards something of interest. But in our metal cocoons, with the radio or mp3 playing, this is yet another
cue that we are denied.
So, consider this scenario - you approach a big roundabout or junction, looking ahead at the junction of
course, and the road seems to be empty. As you get closer, you look right and left as a prudent, final
check. You see no other vehicles and proceed through the junction.
Suddenly, and it’s your lucky day, there is an indignant blast of horn and a car flashes across in front of
you, missing you by inches and leaving you thoroughly shocked, and confused. Sound familiar?
So what happened? On the approach you did not see that another car was on a perfect collision course,
with no relative movement for your peripheral vision to detect - possibly compounded by being behind the
door pillar. Lulled into a false sense of security you looked quickly right and left, to avoid holding up the
traffic behind you, and your eyes jumped cleanly over the approaching vehicle, especially as it was still
close to the door pillar in the windscreen. The rest of the road was empty, and this was the scene that
your brain used to fill in the gaps!
Scary, huh?
You were not being inattentive - but you were being ineffective.
Just when you thought it couldn’t get any worse, there is also the phenomenon of ‘expectation’ and your
brain is less likely to recognise something that you are not expecting to see. This now enters territory that
pilots prefer to leave to a scary breed of creature called the aviation psychologist but suffice it to say that if
you think the road is empty, you are less likely to register that a vehicle is actually present.
So what can we do about it? Well, quite a lot actually, as forewarned is forearmed.
Drivers:
Always slow down as you approach a roundabout or junction, even if only by 20 mph or so, and even if
the road seems empty. Changing your speed will immediately generate relative movement against a
vehicle that was otherwise on a collision course - not only are you then more likely to see it, but you are
no longer on a collision course!
Never just glance right and left - this leaves it entirely to chance whether you see an approaching vehicle
or not - and if you glance quickly, the odds decrease markedly.
Always look right and left methodically, deliberately focusing on at least 3 different spots along the road to
the right and 3 to the left - search close, middle-distance and far. With practice, this can still be
accomplished quickly, and each pause is only for a fraction of a second, but this means that you are now
overriding the natural limitations of the eye and brain.
Fighter pilots call this a ‘lookout scan’ and it is vital to their survival.
Always look right and left at least twice. Not only does this immediately double your chance of seeing a
vehicle, but if you repeat the same scan as you did the first time (which, when it becomes a well-practiced
habit, you almost certainly will) then an approaching vehicle will have moved to a different part of the
windscreen by the time you look the second time and is less likely to be masked by a saccade. Just note
that this will not work if you charge into a junction at a constant speed because any vehicle on a collision
course will stay in the same position in the windscreen - if you miss it the first time, you will probably miss
it the second time too!
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Members’ Articles
Make a point of looking next to the windscreen pillars. Better still, lean forward slightly as you look right
and left so that you are looking around the door pillars. Be aware that the pillar nearest to you blocks more
of your vision. Fighter pilots say ‘Move your head - or you’re dead’.
Clear your flight path! When you change lanes, especially into a slower lane, you should, of course, check
your mirrors, and will have undoubtedly been watching the road ahead of you, naturally. Your last check
must be to look directly at the spot into which you are going to manoeuvre, otherwise you could easily have
missed a slower motorbike or cyclist in that lane.
One that was only in your peripheral vision as you looked ahead, and over which you ‘jumped’ as you
looked over your shoulder or checked your wing mirror.
Drive with your lights on. Aviation research shows that contrast is the single most important factor in
determining the likelihood of acquiring an object visually - this is why military aircraft camouflage is
designed to tone down their contrast. On the ground, dark coloured vehicles or clothing will result in
reduced contrast against most usual backgrounds, and this is why high-visibility clothing (for pedestrians,
cyclists and motorcyclists) and/or bright lights are so important, in the daytime as well as at night.
While it is generally understood that a low sun can make it difficult to see, it is probably not generally
understood why: driving into sun reduces contrast, especially when vehicles and pedestrians fall into the
shadow of larger, up-sun objects. You must beware that even large vehicles, and especially motorbikes,
cyclists and pedestrians, can become completely impossible to see under these circumstances, and you
must moderate your driving accordingly.
This is why fighter pilots attack from out of the sun!

This image is taken on an overcast day – what photographers might call a ‘low-contrast day’.
However, the vehicles in this scene can all be seen easily, and the light coloured top of the
scooter rider provides reasonable contrast against the generally darker background. Note
that
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This image captures almost the exact same
scene, but on a clear day with a low sun.
Note how
the contrast is much poorer, making it
difficult to see the details of anything into
sun. Vehicle lights provide the best defence,
so turn them on - remember that the
additional load on the engine, in running the
alternator as it powers the headlamps, is
completely insignificant as compared to the
cost of an accident repair!

When objects fall into the shadow of ‘up-sun’ objects they are especially hard to see – did you see the
moped coming towards you in the preceding picture, even with its light on?
Keep your windscreen clean! Seeing other vehicles can be difficult enough, without tipping the odds
against you by having to look through a dirty windscreen. You never see a fighter jet with a dirty canopy.
And finally, don’t be a clown - if you are looking at your mobile telephone then you are incapable of
seeing much else. Not only are you probably looking down into your lap, but your eyes are focused at
less then one metre and every object at distance will be out of focus. Even when you look up and out, it
takes a fraction of a second for your eyes to adjust - this is time you may not have.
Motorcyclists and cyclists:
Recognise that you are especially at risk - not only are you more vulnerable but the narrow profile of a
motorbike or cycle makes it far more likely that you can fall into a saccade. So tip the odds in your
favour - always wear high-contrast clothing and use lights. Flashing LEDs (front and rear) are especially
effective for cyclists as they create contrast and the on-off flashing attracts the peripheral vision in the
same manner that movement does.
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In this scene the sun is partly covered by cloud
but contrast is still poor and high visibility
clothing, in bright colours that are not generally
encountered in the background scene, will
increase contrast and be detected more easily.

Give yourself a chance! Compare the visibility
of the cyclists wearing bright coloured tops, as
compared to the cyclist in the centre.

The relatively slower speed of bicycles means that they
will be closer to a point of collision if a vehicle begins to
pull into their path. Turn this to advantage - when
passing junctions, look at the head of the driver that is
approaching or has stopped. The head of the driver will
naturally stop and centre upon you if you have been
seen. If the driver’s head sweeps through you without
pausing, then the chances are that you are in a
saccade - you must assume that you have not been
seen and expect the driver to pull out!
Die-hard cyclists are unwilling to compromise their
training for such inconveniences as poor weather - I
know. But be aware of when the odds are really
stacking up against you. If you are cycling into a low
Did you see the moped rider in the preceding sun, have a think about how difficult it is to see the
vehicles in front of you. Now imagine that you are also
picture? Give yourself a chance!
looking through a dirty windscreen, or one with rain
beating against it! Are you content that drivers
approaching from behind have a realistic chance of seeing you. Maybe today is the day to take a different
route - or time your journey to avoid the sun being straight into the eyes of drivers on that particularly busy
stretch of road. Or take the bus. Having a really low heart rate at the point at which you go under the
wheels of a truck is rather pointless. This is risk management.
So is wearing a helmet - every fighter pilot wears a helmet, even though it won’t make much difference
if they hit the ground at 700 miles an hour! It’s about reducing the chances of less dramatic incidents
causing fatal cranial injuries, unnecessarily. Go figure.

Thanks again to Tony Davis for this superb article
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The Chief Observers page
Chief Observer/Training Team
WHAM’s training team exists to maintain and improve the Riding
standards within the group, its principal activities include:
ŸTraining and qualification of Local Observers.
ŸAdvising and assisting Observers preparing for the National Observer qualification.
ŸAdvising in the training development and Riding standards of the
group as a whole.

Del Britton

Individuals who have an interest in being trained as an observer need to show their commitment
to the club by their attendance on Sunday rides and monthly Natter nights. The Training Team
(TT) will spend a lot of time and effort in training observers and it is only right and reasonable the
individual demonstrates their commitment to the club before training begins. Members who wish
to be considered for observer training should make themselves known to the TT.
Selection of Local Observers (or Group Qualified Observers in old money) will be based on members’ aptitude to train others as well as their commitment and availability to do so. Those members simply wishing to advance their own riding abilities will be encouraged to apply for the
FIRST test and ultimately for Masters if this is their aim. Observing requires different personal
qualities besides just that of an accomplished rider.
National Observer test; Current senior observers or Group qualified observers who wish to apply
for the NO test should do so through the TT. An assessment ride and bespoke development programme can be provided prior to the test by the CO or a
member of the TT. In outline WHAM’s ‘Mission Statement’ is
to:
Derek McMullan
Ÿ Assure Group riding standards and safety
Ÿ Train our local Observers
Ÿ Prepare Observers for the National Observer
qualification
Ÿ Provide Observers to assist riders with development
Ÿ Prepare riders for F1rst or Masters qualification
Ÿ Maintain WHAM’s Observer standard

Brian Morgan
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Ant Clerici

Steve Edwards

Eric Reynolds

AGM January 2014
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
WORCESTER & HEREFORD ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
Wednesday 29th January 2014
The Group AGM will be held at the Falcon Hotel, Bromyard Starting at 8.00PM
The main purpose of the AGM is to review the events and finances of the past year and to elect the
committee for the coming year. All full members and associates are invited to attend but only paid-up full
members of the Institute and the Group may vote. (Those who have passed their Advanced Test)
Committee Changes
The current officers – Chairman, Secretary, & Treasurer must stand down but can offer themselves for reelection. The current known intentions of the Committee are given below.
Officers
Chairman: Brian Morgan
Secretary: Alex Hoyle
Treasurer: Eric Reynolds

Standing down
Standing down/seeking re-election
Standing down/seeking re-election

Committee Members
Vice-Chairman: Paul Whitcombe
Vice-Chairman: Roger Brooks
Newsletter Editor: Roger Brooks
Membership Secretary: John Hodges
Webmaster: Tony Davis
Routemaster: Tony Davis
Region 3 Rep: Ant Clerici
Associate Coordinator Ken Shaw
Equipment/Regalia Officer
Chief Observer: Delmore Britton

Standing down/seeking election to Chairman
Seeking re-election
Seeking re-election
Seeking re-election
Seeking re-election
Seeking re-election
Seeking re-election
Standing down
New Post. Position still to be filled
Committee Appointment

We currently have three vacancies on the committee. Associate Coordinator. Equipment/Regalia
Officer. General Committee Member. Any fully paid up members of the IAM and of WHAM are
free to apply for any of the above posts.

COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS
Any WHAM full member wishing to put themselves forward for any of the officer posts or the vacant committee posts should
complete the attached nomination form.
Voting will take place to fill the three officer posts and vacant Committee positions at the AGM. In the event of
2 or more nominations for a post, there will be a vote by show of hands on the evening.
Nomination forms are attached to this notice. Please remember, only fully paid up members of the Institute and the Group may
nominate or be nominated.
Please return nomination forms to any of the Officers/Committee Members as soon as possible or hand them in to the Secretary
at the start of the Annual General Meeting.
All members are invited and indeed, encouraged to attend the A.G.M., not only to participate in voting in your committee, but
also to volunteer your ideas, express your views and discuss where/how you would like the Group to progress.
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Nomination Form
For the election of
Worcester & Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists Committee 2014
TO BE HANDED TO ANY OFFICER/COMMITTEE MEMBER OF WORCESTER &
HEREFORD ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS PRIOR TO THE AGM OR TO THE
SECRETARY ON THE EVENING OF THE AGM ON:
WEDNESDAY 29th JANUARY 2014

I ………………………………………………………...……………
(Name in block capitals) wish to stand for election to the position of:
………………………………………………………………………………………………

Signature……………………………………………………….…. Date………………...

Proposed by: (Name in Capitals) ………………………..…………………….………….

Signature………………………………………………….....…… Date…………………

Seconded by: (Name in Capitals) …………………..……..………………………………

Signature………………………………………….………...…… Date……….…………

Nomination Accepted by.......................................................................................

In the event of 2 or more nominations for the same post, I agree to a vote by ballot on the night & will
abide by the majority decision.
Please note: You may not stand for the committee if the law debars you from being a charity trustee.
If you wish to volunteer for the committee but do not know someone who can nominate you or second
your nomination, please contact the Secretary, Alex Hoyle on 01885 400772 or E-mail
whamsecretary@trackdown.co.uk
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ITEMS FOR AGM AGENDA
Any member can submit items for inclusion in the AGM Agenda. Items need to be submitted to the Secretary Alex Hoyle on
01885 400772 or E-mail whamsecretary@trackdown.co.uk at least five days before the AGM

AGENDA
Annual General Meeting of Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists.
Wednesday the 29th of January 2014
At the Falcon Hotel Bromyard Starting at 8.00PM

Item 1

Welcoming Remarks

Brian Morgan

Item 2

Apologies

Alex Hoyle

Item 3

Approval of 2013 AGM minutes and
any matters arising from them.

Alex Hoyle

Item 4

Chairman’s Report

Brian Morgan

Item 5

Treasurer’s Report

Eric Reynolds

Item 6

Election of Committee Officers

Alex Hoyle

Item 7

Election of Committee Members

Secretary

Item 8

Presentation of Certificates

Chairman

Item 9

Programme for 2014

Chairman

Item 10

Any other business

Secretary

Item 11

Date and time of next AGM

Secretary
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Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists – Annual General Meeting 2013
30th January 2013, 8:00 PM.
The Falcon Hotel, Bromyard
Minutes
Item 1. Welcoming Remarks.
The Chairman, Brian Morgan, thanked and welcomed all those attending.
Item 2. Apologies.
Apologies were received from: Paul Cooper, Paul Rodway, Simon Manning, Richard Smith and John
Nixon
Item 3. Approval 2012 AGM minutes, and any Matters Arising.
The Minutes were approved and there were no matters arising.
Item 4. Chairman’s Report
2012 has been another successful year for WHAM.
As you may be aware – Ken Shaw has handed over responsibility for the newsletter although he will
remain part of the committee as the associate coordinator/controller. Also, Lynton Jaynes has stepped
aside from the Worcester events role. I’d like to express my thanks, and that of the group to both Ken and
Lynton for all the work they’ve both done for us over the last couple of years.
Just to outline some figures for the year, we had 27 test passes. At the end of 2012 WHAM consisted of
100 full members (7 female) and 24 associates (5 female) (Total 124 with 12 female). It is worthy of
mention that the number of female members has increased in the last two years and this trend will
hopefully continue.
We ended the year with 17 Observers (1 female) and 9 Senior Observers.
During 2012 the observers carried out 242 hours attending various events/training activities and 1370 hours
of recorded observing. Bearing in mind that some of those observers have only recently qualified so will
not yet have had the opportunity to add significantly to the total (I’m sure that will change). We have two
members undergoing observer training at the moment and it is hoped that they will qualify in the near
future.
Four of our observers attended a national training weekend (two of whom attended entirely at their own
expense). There was also a senior observer training weekend organised by the IAM and we were
represented there also.
Committee members have also attended the national conference at Warwick University and a number of
region 3 meetings. Further to this, we have been represented at a number of ‘Safer Roads Partnership’
meetings by Lynton and/or Roger and/or Derek. Funding was made available to help us set up two skills
days (one of which was rained off but everyone who expressed an interest was contacted and follow up
assessments arranged).
We also arranged (well Den Osborne arranged) to lay on two very worthwhile slow riding days at
Throckmorton airfield.
I also want to mention that Eric Reynolds’ idea of creating a ‘plan on a page’ has been adopted by Region 1
regional training team as an item for inclusion in the observer toolkit.
Natter nights were generally well supported. During the year we have had various presentations including
a talk about suspension set up by Den Osborne, a presentation by Ant Clerici on group riding and pillions.
Tony Davis and Andy Peckston organised a quiz night. We had visits from PC Simon Ross who spoke
about filtering and IAM examiner Shaun Westlake paid us a visit and outlined some of the things he looks
for during the advanced test.
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Another visitor was Wayne Hanson who has since joined the group having previously been a full member
of SAM.
Wayne is a fireman who also takes part in marshalling at the IoM TT races and who spoke to us about
incident management. The remaining natter nights consisted of evening rides.
As well as a full programme of Sunday rides, we also managed a few longer day rides with trips to north
and west Wales organised mainly by Tony Davis and Steve Edwards. Den organised the annual off road
weekend combined with a trip around north wales to follow. Worthy of a separate mention is Den’s Roof
of Wales ride. For the 2012 ride, Den carried out a number of trips to check out the route but, on the day,
rather than enjoy the ride himself, he took his car, together with a fully equipped kitchen, and lay in wait in
the area of Llyn Brianne reservoir where he set up the most welcoming breakfast bar for the troops. The
hardest part was getting Den to accept reimbursement for all the food. The last ‘long ride’ of the year was
dealt with by Del Britton who took us to the National Memorial Arboretum where a wreath was laid, on
behalf of WHAM. This is likely to become an annual trip.
WHAM also entered a team of four in the Ashes tournament. This was the 2nd year that the event has
taken place and, in case you hadn’t heard, it has been won both times by WHAM. In 2012 the team
consisted of Steve Hackett, Stuart Poole, Simon Manning and Richard Hewitt who went up against the best
that region 3 could throw at them and came away with the trophy. Well done to the guys that took part and
to those who helped them prepare.
The final event of the year was of course the Christmas dinner. A total of 59 people booked places albeit 5
were unable to make it on the night. This time it was decided to add some entertainment so we employed
the services of a singer. As usual the food was excellent and the company was first class. I would like to
hear from those who attended, specifically to find out what worked, and what didn’t, so that future
Christmas dinners can be organised to suit as many people as possible.
So, to sum it all up. 2012 has clearly been another really successful year for our group. This has come
about for a number of reasons but mainly due to the efforts of the membership, the observers and the
committee. And don’t forget, this is all done by volunteers. I’d like to finish off by saying a massive
thank you to everyone who has organised, arranged, fetched, carried, turned up and helped us to maintain
WHAM as the successful group that it is. Thank you all.
Item 5. Treasurer’s report
The treasurer, Eric Reynolds, provided a summary income and expenditure during 2012 as outlined below,
copies of the accounts had been made available in advance of the AGM.
The treasurer’s report was proposed for approval by Mark Silvester, seconded by Ant Clerici, and
approved by a unanimous show of hands.
Item 6. Election of officers
Chairman – Brian Morgan put himself forward for re-election.
Vice Chairman – Roger Brookes put himself forward for election.
Vice Chairman – Paul Whitcombe put himself forward for election.
Treasurer – Eric Reynolds put himself forward for re-election.
Secretary – Alex Hoyle put himself forward for re-election.
All nomination and proposal forms had been submitted and seconded in advance of the AGM.
Election of all group officers for 2013 was carried by a unanimous show of hands
Item 7. Election of Committee members
Associate control – Ken Shaw put himself forward for election.
Membership – John Hodges put himself forward for re-election.
Webmaster – Tony Davis put himself forward for re-election.
Region 3 Rep - Ant Clerici put himself forward for re-election.
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Route Master – Tony Davis put himself forward for re-election.
Committee member – Del Britton puts himself forward for election.
All relevant nomination and proposal forms had been submitted and seconded in advance of the AGM.
Election of all committee members for 2013 was carried by a unanimous show of hands.
Chief Observer (Committee appointment) – Derek McMullan
Item 8. Changes to the constitution
Two changes to the constitution were proposed
1. Conduct.
The Group Committee will decide on matters relating to the conduct of members. All members (including
Associate Members, Full Ordinary Members, Observers and Committee members) are expected to conduct
themselves in a manner that is consistent with the aims and objectives of the IAM and the Group. In the
event that a matter of discipline needs to be addressed the Committee will follow IAM rules on the correct
procedure as contained in the IAM group handbook (s2.2.6). Should that procedure lead to the expulsion
of a member, that member has a right of appeal, in the first instance to the IAM Chief Executive and finally
to the Council of the Institute.
2. Expenses.
a) Reimbursement of expenses related to committee duties (stamps, printing costs, telephone calls) will
only be accepted if committee members keep accurate records of their expenditure. To minimise
expenditure, maximum use will be made of the internet and e-mail.
b) Reimbursement of out of pocket expenses paid by Group Members on behalf of the group will only be
accepted if identified to, and approved by, the officers of the group before any commitment is made to
accrue them.
c) Members, in the case of expense claims will include Committee officers, Committee members,
Observers, Full ordinary Members and Associates.
d) An estimate of the amount should normally be identified when a plan to attend or organise an event is
put before the committee for approval.
e) If time does not allow, the estimate should be put before an officer of the group (Chairman, Secretary,
Treasurer) who will seek a consensus from the other officers for a timely reply.
f) Accurate records must be kept of any expense claims made and any out of pocket expense claims
should, whenever possible, be supported by appropriate documentation.
g) Valid Claims may include:·

Purchase of equipment which becomes the property of the group e.g. Gazebo, cones, signs.

·

Purchase of comestibles for events e.g tea, sandwiches, cakes.

·

Hire of premises or equipment e.g meeting rooms, portable toilets.

·

Fees for attendance at training events e.g Observer training weekend.

·

Consumable items for use by group members.

·

Travel expenses for exceptional journeys, not including travel to meetings or events in region3.

·

Other items specifically agreed by the committee or by the officers with subsequent ratification by the
committee.

It was also agreed that the Constitution of WHAM should be included in the library section of the website
so that all members can access it.
Both amendments were carried by a majority vote.
Following this vote a further discussion took place around the detail of the policy to cover conduct of
members. At the end of this discussion the following actions were agreed,
1. This amendment was agreed in principle.
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2. Wording to be reviewed by the committee with respect to comments by Ant Clerici.

3. Wording would be reviewed (voted on) at the next AGM
Item 9. Presentation of certificates
Item 10. 2013 Programme
This will be my last year in the chair. I’d like to welcome Roger Brookes and Paul Whitcombe as the two
new vice chairmen. Now that we have two vice chairmen it should help to share the workload and, all being
well, one of them will hopefully take over the helm next year.
I’d also like to welcome Del Britton as the new committee member. The purpose of the role of committee
member is to serve as an introduction to committee work so that the individual can gain a better insight with
a view to taking on a specific role in the future.
What does 2013 hold in store for us?
We have already set in motion the arrangements for two rider skills days. With funding from the SRP to
help us, we will be holding the Worcester day on Sunday 14th April at the County Hall, Wildwood Drive
while the Hereford day is scheduled for Sunday 28th April at Sutton St’ Nicholas.
In March, we will be holding an observer training day, based here in the Falcon. Other training events will
include observer and senior observer weekends, probably at Llandrindod Wells.
Den is already making arrangements for the off road weekend on 6th and 7th April. This will be combined
on the 7th with a day run around north Wales. Den has also booked us in for a slow riding day towards the
middle of June (15-22).
February’s natter night will most likely take the form of a quiz organised my Tony Davis and Andy
Peckston.
In March we hope to revisit the subject of group riding.
In April, it is most likely that we will have a visit from Martyn Hillier who is one of our IAM examiners.
The summer evening rides will commence in May and full details will be made known and will be available
on the website.
The Ashes competition will probably take place in October again. The format is likely to change slightly
from previous years and again, full details will be made available in due course. We will be looking to form
a team in the very near future.
First Aid Training. We have previously sponsored, jointly with the participants, a course of motorcycle
related first aid training/collision scene management. Whilst this is clearly a worthwhile use of funds, it was
quite expensive. Enquiries are being made to see if we can arrange for a number of the group to undertake
First Aid training via the fire service at Llandrindod Wells at a reduced cost.
Membership. As I mentioned earlier, we have organised and participated in, a number of training activities
both within the group, and further afield. This hasn’t come cheap but we have been fortunate enough to
have been able to fund most of it. In order for us to do this we need subscriptions – so we need members. It
is in the best interests of WHAM that we recruit and retain as many members as possible and this is where
we can all do our bit. By making sure that new faces are made welcome and are encouraged to get involved
we stand a much better chance of increasing the membership. WHAM is clearly a very friendly group but
we all need to make sure that we do our bit to make new friends, and hold on to them.
Observers. We have unfortunately, lost the services of two of our observers due to work commitments
albeit, as I mentioned earlier, I hope that we will be gaining two shortly. There are a few observers who, for
various reasons, are not able to carry out as much training as we or they would like so - we do need to
increase the number of observers we have and I would like to hear from anyone who is interested in
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Observer training is one way of improving your skills and of giving something back to the group but bear in
mind that such training involves a commitment from the trainee and a considerable amount of work from the
trainer. So please only embark on the training if you really want to engage with the associates and to further
the aims of the IAM and the group. Being an observer is much more than just following someone around
and commenting on the ride. Observers are required to engage with the associate at an early stage and to
encourage them to get involved in group activities (natter nights/group rides). To arrange, and turn up for,
regular training sessions.
To be able to identify riding faults and provide solutions in a way that helps the associate to understand. To
provide appropriate feedback at the time, possibly followed up with a more comprehensive e-mail. To
maintain an accurate and up to date record of training activities on the observer spreadsheet. To keep their
Senior observer, and the associate coordinator informed of progress. To help and mentor the associate up to
and beyond the test. Whilst doing all this, the observer is expected to display a very high standard of riding.
So, as I say, please only embark on observer training if you are prepared for the commitment.
In conclusion, I’d just like to say that I am looking forward to being part of yet another successful year with
WHAM.
Item 11. Any Other Business.
·

Details of Mick Extance North Wales of road weekend to go into the next newletter - RB

·

2011 and 2012 winning teams from the ashes to be photographed at AGM – Complete

·

Honda Silver wing for sale – Contact Derek McMullan for details

Item 12. Date of Next AGM
Wednesday 29th January 2014
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